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“Nature is Over” / “Nature no longer 
runs the earth. We do”



Conservation in the Anthropocene

 Massive implications for 
conservation 

● What to conserve when ‘wilderness’ 
& ‘nature’ are no longer?

● What to do with how different 
segments of the ‘Anthropos’ relate 
to (the rest of) nature and the 
massive inequalities between them?

 And a massive debate!
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The anthropocene conservation debate: sign of 

Earth Futures to come?
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Mainstream conservation

 Brockington et al (2008: 9): “a particular historical and institutional 

strain of western conservation”, practiced and promoted especially by 

large, powerful international conservation organisations and agencies”

 Almost from the start, centered on both the parks and people debate 

and conservation’s ‘collaborative legacy’ with ‘prominent business 

interests’

 This has intensified over the last decade
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Anthropocene challenges to 

mainstream conservation

Kareiva et al, 2012, article ‘Conservation in the 

Anthropocene’ and Marris, 2011, ‘Rambunctious Garden’ 

– NEW conservation:

● Global PA estate will not stop biodiversity loss

● Challenging inequality in conservation; conservation has been 
working against the poor, and must take development seriously

● Conservation must drop unrealistic myths of wilderness and 
pristine nature, which do not exist in the anthropocene

● Humans must take their dominance seriously and start managing 
the earth as a garden, and cultivate ‘the new wild’ 
(Pearce/Thomas)
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New conservation proposals

 ‘New Conservation’ should work with, not against 
capitalism:

● “Conservation should seek to support and inform the 
right kind of development -- development by 
design, done with the importance of nature to 
thriving economies foremost in mind. And it will utilize 
the right kinds of technology to enhance the health 
and well-being of both human and nonhuman natures. 
Instead of scolding capitalism, conservationists 
should partner with corporations in a science-based 
effort to integrate the value of nature's benefits 
into their operations and cultures”.
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Neoprotectionist responses

● Neoprotectionists VERY critical of new conservation

Key issues:

● Wilderness and nature are real, and need to be as autonomous from humans as 
possible;

● “Rather than embrace the Anthropocene era, conservationists should act to rein in 
its excesses” (Cafaro 2014: 139);

● Accept limits and boundaries: to human population growth, places where humans 
can live & develop, and to consumption & economic growth
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Neoprotectionist proposals

 “Only within parks and protected areas will many large animals 
critical to ecological processes persist” (Miller et al. 2014: 4). 

 “The global strategy must be to expand the number and size of 
protected areas, interconnect them, and rewild them” (Terborgh
2015: xvii). 

 (Their) science says: ‘Half Earth’ or ‘Nature needs half’ (the only 
solution commensurate with the problem)

 Yet: major risks, especially of increasing inequality
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The Anthropocene Conservation 

debate

 Infighting? Or Healthy debate?

● “because its goal is to supplant the biological diversity–based model of traditional 
conservation with something entirely different, namely an economic growth–
based or humanitarian movement, it does not deserve to be labelled 
conservation” (Soulé 2013: 895)

● ‘New conservation is true conservation’ (Marvier, 2013: 1)

● ‘Infighting’ is “stalling progress in protecting the planet” (Tallis and Lubchenco
2014 + 238 others)

 Stakes are high, while lived reality of the conservation community is 
tense and pressurized, imbued with great sense of crisis and 
responsibility

 Hence: need for nuanced discussion of key issues
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The N/C Dualism and capitalism

 N/C dualism and capitalism are historically intertwined and 
have reinforced each other. Hence:

● Capitalist conservation VERY unlikely to be able to ‘solve’ the 
nature/culture dualism hoped for by new conservationists

● Nature/culture dualism (especially Half Earth) VERY unlikely to solve 
consumption, growth and consumer problems hoped for by 
neoprotectionists

 YET: these radical challenges are important! They come 
from mainstream conservation, and touch on the roots of 
the issues that we need to discuss
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How to do justice to these radical impulses but 
also move beyond them?



Convivial conservation:

 An Intertwined, political strategy: beyond-
capitalism and beyond nature/culture dichotomy

 Deliberately NOT ‘realistic’ (or ‘pragmatic’), but an 
act of alternative realism, which “opens towards 
plural narratives about how history can work out 
otherwise” (Wark 2015)

 One stream in a broader sea of alternatives 
(TASMA: degrowth, doughnut economics, ICCAs, 
Radical Ecological Democracy, etc.) 
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Theory of change: dealing with power, 

time and actors

 Power: focus on political struggle & strategy to deal with institutionalised 

forms of accumulated power across material and discursive domains

 Time: Two-step strategy: from (radical) reformism to systemic transformation:

Short term: subvert the logics of capital / N-C dichotomy and redirect conservation projects and 

interventions

Medium to longer term: conceptualizing and building ‘alternative economic spaces’, based not on logic 

of capital and growth but on logics of equality and radical ecological democracy (Shrivastava & Kothari)

 Actors: acknowledge inequality, or the variegated political positions of 

different actors within a fundamentally ‘uneven’ conservation field/terrain
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Dealing with inequality: importance of 

actor differentiation
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Towards CC: concrete actions to shift the 

political terrain

1. Historic reparations

● acknowledgement of past injustices and the (re)distribution of 
resources (from 1, 2 & 3 to 4)

● Focus on holistic decolonisation of conservation (including 
racial, class and gender dimensions)

2. Conservation basic income (CBI)

● monetary payment to individual community members (4) living 
in or around promoted areas that allows them to lead a (locally 
defined) decent life

● not meant to ‘bribe’ or incentivise communities away from 
their resources: unconditional
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Towards CC: concrete actions to shift the 

political terrain

3. Rethinking (relations with) corporations

• Engaging business on their terms (‘natural capital’) is failing

• Restrict direct collaboration with private sector to companies willing to 
embrace degrowth / doughnut. If not: challenge them!

• Yes: loss of income, but gain in credibility and legitimacy

4. Convivial Conservation Coalition (CCC)

• focus on gaining power not to get money and a small seat at the global 
table but rather to help build alternative power

• Set up convivial conservation departments, to merge with, or replace, 
business departments
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2018-2021: CONVIVA project
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Concluding thoughts

 Time to get radical; to go to the roots

 Act of ‘alternative realism’ centred around the need to 
deal with inequality in conservation (history)

 Need to further develop convivial conservation as a 
platform within broader movements of positive and 
realistic change
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Thanks

bram.buscher@wur.nl
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